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PRED LESTE, 1364 Arbor Vita viewed at 
his residence, at which time he was a sea of the identity 
ox the interviewe¢3. as Special Agents of the PRI. Mr. LEETH 
Was questioned as to where he was working on November22, 1963, 
whereupon he furnished the following informations 

LEETH was working on an airconditioning 
vicinity of Inweed and Lemmon Streets, [Paheee 

.connection with a building project on a large dri 
no time during the day, on November 22, 1963, did LEETH have 

occasion to drive to the vicinity of the Texas Scheel Book. 

epository {FSBD) building, and on that date he had no cccasion 

to drop anyone off in the vieinity of the TSBD. He stated 
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that his truck was with him during the day of panna lian 

1963, and there would be no possibility that his 

have been near the TSBD. 

Mr. LEEYTH denied driving a man to the SBD in hi 
truck and letting a man out of the truck on Nevember 22, 1963. 

He also Genied having any knowledge of anyone driving a 

pickup truck with the word airconditicning on the sida in, 

ox around, the vicinity of the TSBD om November 22, 1963. 

During the course of this interviéw, it was noted 
that Mr. LEETH has a light green, 1962 Ford, airconditicned, 

equipment truck, which was parked in his driveway 2t the tims 

of interview. It was noted that the word airconditioning was 

on the side of the truck in black letters; however, the lette 

were not in the shape of a crescent. : 

Mr. LEETH noted that the intersection cf Beckley 
Brookhaven Strects is in the close proximity cf hi 5 resicence. 
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